
 

Distant Shores Kristin Hannah

If you ally need such a referred Distant Shores Kristin Hannah book that will give you
worth, get the totally best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you
desire to funny books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are in
addition to launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.

You may not be perplexed to enjoy all ebook collections Distant Shores Kristin Hannah
that we will completely offer. It is not with reference to the costs. Its nearly what you
need currently. This Distant Shores Kristin Hannah, as one of the most in force sellers
here will completely be along with the best options to review.

A Distant Shore St.
Martin's Griffin
After losing a
fortune on Wall
Street in the crash
of 1893, Emmaline
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Hatter heads south
with Dr. Larence
Digby to locate the
fabled Aztec city of
Cibola. Original.

Orion
During a magical storm,
romance writer Alaina
Costanza is hurled back in
time, into the Western world of
her latest novel. There she is
kidnapped by her own
character, a ruthless outlaw
known only as Killian. Thrown
together by fate, Alaina and
Killian will discover a love too
magnificent to last a single
lifetime. But even magic has a
price, and time is running out.

For the sake of Alaina's child,
they must risk it all and fight for
a future than depends on
lightning striking . . . twice.
Fly Away St. Martin's
Press
"Book club favorites,
reader's guide"--Cover.
Home Front Ballantine Books
From New York Times
bestselling author Diane
Chamberlain. Risks and rewards.
Sisters and secrets. A riveting tale
of family gone wrong. Maya and
Rebecca Ward are both
accomplished physicians, but
that’s where the sisters’
similarities end. After a
devastating hurricane hits the
coast of North Carolina, Rebecca
urges Maya to join her in the

relief effort. It turns out to be just
what Maya needs—but then her
helicopter crashes into raging
floodwaters, there appear to be no
survivors. Forced to accept her
sister is gone, Rebecca turns to
Maya’s husband Adam—first for
comfort, then in passion. Unaware
that, miles from civilization, Maya
is injured and trapped with
strangers she’s not certain she can
trust. Now Maya must find the
courage to save herself—unaware
that the life she left has changed
forever. Previously published.
The Great Alone Ballantine Books
Years of trying unsuccessfully to
conceive a child have broken more
than Angie DeSaria’s heart.
Following a painful divorce, she
moves back to her small Pacific
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Northwest hometown and takes
over management of her family’s
restaurant. In West End, where life
rises and falls like the tides,
Angie’s fortunes will drastically
change yet again when she meets
and befriends a troubled young
woman. Angie hires Lauren Ribido
because she sees something special
in the seventeen-year-old. They
quickly form a deep bond, and
when Lauren is abandoned by her
mother, Angie offers the girl a place
to stay. But nothing could have
prepared Angie for the far-reaching
repercussions of this act of
kindness. Together, these two
women—one who longs for a child
and the other who longs for a
mother’s love—will be tested in
ways that neither could have

imagined. Praise for The Things We
Do for Love “[Kristin] Hannah is
superb at delving into her main
characters’ psyches and
delineating nuances of feeling.”
—The Washington Post Book
World “Wonderful . . .
enormously touching . . . The
warmth and complexities of these
characters grab hold of the
heartstrings.”—RT Book Reviews
“Wrenching, convincing . . .
bittersweet.”—Publishers Weekly
Once in Every Life Ballantine
Books
NATIONAL BESTSELLER � A
poignant and tender story of love,
loss, passion, and the fragile threads
that bind families together from the
#1 New York Times bestselling
author of The Nightingale “A

beautifully simple, deeply
compassionate story.”—Diana
Gabaldon Annie Colwater's only
child has just left home for school
abroad. On that same day, her
husband of twenty years confesses
that he's in love with a younger
woman. Alone in the house that is
no longer a home, Annie comes to
the painful realization that for years
she has been slowly disappearing.
Lonely and afraid, she retreats to
Mystic, the small Washington town
where she grew up, hoping that
there she can reclaim the woman
she once was—the woman she is
now desperate to become again. In
Mystic, she is reunited with her first
love, Nick Delacroix, a recent
widower unable to cope with his
grieving, too-silent six-year-old
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daughter, Izzie. Together, the three
of them begin to heal, and, at last,
Annie learns that she can love
without losing herself. But just when
she has found a second chance at
happiness, her life is turned upside
down again, and Annie must make
a choice no woman should have to
make. . . . Praise for On Mystic Lake
“Marvelous . . . a touching love
story . . . You know a book is a
winner when you devour it in one
evening and hope there’s a sequel.
. . . This page-turner has enough
twists and turns to keep the reader
up until the wee hours of the
morning.”—USA Today
“Superb . . . I’ll heartily
recommend On Mystic Lake to any
woman . . . who demands that a
story leave her in a satisfied

glow.”—The Washington Post
Book World “A luminescent story
. . . Kristin Hannah touches the
deepest, most tender corners of our
hearts.”—Tami Hoag “Excellent
. . . On Mystic Lake is an emotional
experience you won’t soon
forget.”—Rocky Mountain News
“Propels readers forward to the
final chapter.”—The Seattle Times
Distant Shores Macmillan
“All the world loves Kristin
Hannah,” raves Newsday
about this New York Times
bestselling author. And it’s no
wonder: She consistently writes
compelling, beautifully told
contemporary novels full of
resilient characters and powerful
emotion. Now for the first time,

four of Hannah’s best-loved
tales are together in one eBook
bundle: ON MYSTIC LAKE
“Superb . . . I’ll heartily
recommend On Mystic Lake to
any woman . . . who demands
that a story leaves her with a
satisfied glow.”—The
Washington Post Book World
Annie Colwater’s husband has
just confessed that he’s in love
with a younger woman.
Devastated, Annie retreats to the
small town where she grew up.
There, she is reunited with her
first love, Nick Delacroix, a
recent widower who is unable to
cope with his silent, emotionally
scarred young daughter.
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Together the three of them begin
to heal. But just when Annie
believes she’s been given a
second chance at happiness, she
is forced to make a choice that
no woman in love should ever
have to make. SUMMER
ISLAND “Many a daughter will
see something of herself in
Ruby.”—People Years ago,
Nora Bridge walked out on her
marriage and her family. Now
she is a celebrity talk-show host.
Her daughter Ruby is a
struggling comedienne. The two
haven’t spoken in more than a
decade. Then a scandal from
Nora’s past is exposed, and
Ruby is offered a fortune to write

a tell-all. Reluctantly she returns
to the family house on Summer
Island, with its frayed memories
of joy and heartache.
Confronting a mother who has
harbored terrible secrets, Ruby
finally begins to understand the
complex ties that bind—and the
healing that comes with
forgiveness. DISTANT SHORES
“There are real-life lessons here
told with truth, humor, and
courage. You will love this
story.”—Adriana Trigiani
Elizabeth and Jackson Shore
married young and weathered
the storms as they built a family.
From a distance their lives look
picture perfect. But after their

two girls leave home, Jack and
Elizabeth quietly drift apart.
Then tragedy turns Elizabeth’s
world upside down. In the
aftermath, she questions
everything about her life—her
choices, her marriage, even her
long-forgotten dreams. In a
move that shocks her husband,
friends, and daughters, she lets
go of the woman she has
become—and reaches out for
the woman she wants to be.
HOME AGAIN “A tender,
beautifully told story of
emotional growth, forgiveness
[and] the possibility of
miracles.”—Publishers Weekly
(starred review) Madelaine
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Hillyard may be a world-famous
heart surgeon, but her personal
life is less successful. Her teenage
daughter, Lina, is fast becoming a
stranger—a rebel desperate to
find the father who walked away
before she was born.
Complicating matters are the
vastly different DeMarco
brothers: While priest Francis is
always ready to lend a helping
hand, Angel long ago took on
the role of bad boy. Years earlier
Angel abandoned
Madelaine—and
fatherhood—to seek fame and
fortune, leaving her devastated.
Now he needs help from the very
people he betrayed—as a patient

in dire need.
A Half Forgotten Song St. Martin's
Press
From the New York Times number
one bestselling author of The
Nightingale and The Great Alone,
Kristin Hannah, comes Wild, a
remarkable story about the
resilience of the human spirit, the
triumph of hope and the promise
of new beginnings. In the rugged
Pacific Northwest of the United
States lies the Olympic National
Forest - a vast expanse of
impenetrable darkness and
impossible beauty. From deep
within this mysterious woodland, a
six-year-old girl appears.
Speechless and alone, she offers no
clue as to her identity, no hint of
her past. Having retreated to her

hometown after a scandal left her
career in ruins, child psychiatrist Dr
Julia Cates begins working with the
extraordinary little girl. Naming her
Alice, Julia is determined to free her
from a prison of unimaginable fear
and isolation, and discover the truth
about Alice's past. The shocking
facts of Alice's life test the limits of
Julia's faith and strength, even as she
struggles to make a home for Alice -
and find a new one for herself. 'One
of Kristin Hannah's most
compelling and riveting novels' -
Booklist ** Published in the US as
Magic Hour ** **** Here's what
readers love about Wild: 'I was
moved to tears and devoured this
book in a day' 'Couldn't put it
down' 'Gritty and thought-
provoking'
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Summer Island Distant Shores
Talk-show host Nora Bridge
insists that her estranged
daughter Ruby, a struggling
comedienne, come to her
childhood home in the San Juan
islands while Nora convalesces.
Ruby has her own agenda,
including writing a tell-all
biography of her famous
mother.
Magic Hour Ballantine Books
The bond between a talented
carpenter and her architect
daughter is challenged by a career-
shifting network decision, a family
death, sudden parenting
responsibilities and changing
romantic prospects. By theNew
York Times best-selling author of

Sweet Salt Air.
The Four Winds Ballantine
Books
Inseparable best friends Kate
and Tully, two young women
who, despite their very different
lives, have vowed to be there for
each other forever, have been
true to their promise for thirty
years, until events and choices in
their lives tear them apart.
Reprint. 300,000 first printing.
Night Road Macmillan
From the New York Times
bestselling author The Four
Winds, a moving, powerful
novel about the fragile threads
that bind together our lives and
the astonishing potential of

second chances “A tender,
beautifully told story of
emotional growth, forgiveness
[and] the possibility of
miracles.”—Publishers Weekly
(starred review) Madelaine
Hillyard is a world-famous heart
surgeon at the top of her game.
Her personal life is far less
successful. A loving but
overworked single mom, she is
constantly at odds with her
teenage daughter. At sixteen,
Lina is confused, angry, and fast
becoming a stranger to her
mother—a rebel desperate to
find the father who walked away
before she was born.
Complicating matters for
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Madelaine are the vastly different
DeMarco brothers: While priest
Francis DeMarco is always ready
to lend a helping hand, his
brother, Angel, long ago took on
the role of bad boy. Years earlier
Angel abandoned
Madelaine—and
fatherhood—to go in search of
fame and fortune. His departure
left Madelaine devastated, but
now he reappears and seeks help
from the very people he
betrayed—as a patient in dire
need.
Kristin Hannah's Coming
Home 4-Book Bundle Fawcett
Vivid, universal, and
emotionally complex, Kristin

Hannah's Night Road raises
profound questions about
motherhood, identity, love, and
forgiveness. "A rich, multilayered
reading experience, and an easy
recommendation for book
clubs." —Library Journal
(starred review) Life comes
down to a series of choices. To
hold on... To let go...to
forget...to forgive... Which road
will you take? For eighteen years,
Jude Farraday has put her
children's needs above her own,
and it shows—her twins, Mia
and Zach, are bright and happy
teenagers. When Lexi Baill
moves into their small, close-knit
community, no one is more

welcoming than Jude. Lexi, a
former foster child with a dark
past, quickly becomes Mia's best
friend. Then Zach falls in love
with Lexi and the three become
inseparable. Jude does
everything to keep her kids out
of harm's way. But senior year of
high school tests them all. It's a
dangerous, explosive season of
drinking, driving, parties, and
kids who want to let loose. And
then on a hot summer's night,
one bad decision is made. In the
blink of an eye, the Farraday
family will be torn apart and Lexi
will lose everything. In the years
that follow, each must face the
consequences of that single night
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and find a way to forget...or the
courage to forgive. Vivid,
universal, and emotionally
complex, Night Road raises
profound questions about
motherhood, identity, love, and
forgiveness. It is a luminous,
heartbreaking novel that captures
both the exquisite pain of loss
and the stunning power of hope.
This is Kristin Hannah at her
very best, telling an unforgettable
story about the longing for
family, the resilience of the
human heart, and the courage it
takes to forgive the people we
love. "You cannot read Night
Road and not be affected by the
story and the characters. The

total impact of the book will stay
with you for days to come after it
is finished." —The Huffington
Post
Wild Ballantine Books
In her bestselling novels Kristin
Hannah has plumbed the depths of
friendship, the loyalty of sisters,
and the secrets mothers keep.
Now, in her most emotionally
powerful story yet, she explores the
intimate landscape of a troubled
marriage with this provocative and
timely portrait of a husband and
wife, in love and at war. All
marriages have a breaking point.
All families have wounds. All wars
have a cost. . . . Like many couples,
Michael and Jolene Zarkades have
to face the pressures of everyday
life---children, careers, bills,

chores---even as their twelve-year
marriage is falling apart. Then an
unexpected deployment sends
Jolene deep into harm's way and
leaves defense attorney Michael at
home, unaccustomed to being a
single parent to their two girls. As a
mother, it agonizes Jolene to leave
her family, but as a solider she has
always understood the true
meaning of duty. In her letters
home, she paints a rose-colored
version of her life on the front lines,
shielding her family from the truth.
But war will change Jolene in ways
that none of them could have
foreseen. When tragedy strikes,
Michael must face his darkest fear
and fight a battle of his own---for
everything that matters to his
family. At once a profoundly
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honest look at modern marriage and
a dramatic exploration of the toll
war takes on an ordinary American
family, Home Front is a story of
love, loss, heroism, honor, and
ultimately, hope.
The Kristin Hannah
Collection: Volume 2
Ballantine Books
NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER � Kristin
Hannah is beloved by readers
around the world for her
unique blend of powerful
emotion and exquisite
storytelling. In Comfort &
Joy, she offers a modern-day
fairy tale—the story of a
woman who gets a miraculous

chance at happiness. Joy
Candellaro once loved
Christmas more than any
other time of the year. Now, as
the holiday approaches, she is
at a crossroads in her life;
recently divorced and alone,
she can’t summon the old
enthusiasm for celebrating. So
without telling anyone, she
buys a ticket and boards a
plane bound for the beautiful
Pacific Northwest. When an
unexpected detour takes her
deep into the woods of the
Olympic rainforest, Joy makes
a bold decision to leave her
ordinary life behind—to just

walk away—and thus begins an
adventure unlike any she
could have imagined. In the
small town of Rain Valley, six-
year-old Bobby O’Shea is
facing his first Christmas
without a mother. Unable to
handle the loss, Bobby has
closed himself off from the
world, talking only to his
invisible best friend. His father
Daniel is beside himself,
desperate to help his son cope.
Yet when the little boy meets
Joy, these two unlikely souls
form a deep and powerful
bond. In helping Bobby and
Daniel heal, Joy finds herself
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again. But not everything is as it
seems in quiet Rain Valley,
and in an instant, Joy’s
world is ripped apart, and her
heart is broken. On a magical
Christmas Eve, a night of
impossible dreams and
unexpected chances, Joy must
find the courage to believe in a
love—and a family—that
can’t possibly exist, and go
in search of what she wants . . .
and the new life only she can
find.
The Mermaid Chair St.
Martin's Griffin
#1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER �

“Bestselling author [Kristin]
Hannah [brings] snap and a
lot of warmth to a familiar
lesson: that contentment
comes from accepting each
other’s flaws.”—People
Years ago, Meghann Dontess
made a terrible choice that
cost her everything, including
the love of her sister, Claire.
Now, Meghann is a highly
successful attorney who
doesn’t believe in
intimacy—until she meets the
one man who can change her
mind. Claire Cavenaugh has
fallen in love for the first time
in her life. As her wedding day

approaches, she prepares to
face her strong-willed older
sister. Reunited after more
than two decades apart, these
two women who believe they
have nothing in common will
try to become what they never
were: a family. Tender, funny,
bittersweet, and moving,
Between Sisters skillfully
explores the profound joys
and sorrows shared by sisters,
the mistakes made in the name
of love, and the promise of
redemption—all beautifully
told by acclaimed author
Kristin Hannah.
“Enormously entertaining . .
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. Hannah has a nice ear for
dialogue and a knack for
getting the reader inside the
characters’ heads.”—The
Seattle Times “Hannah
writes of love with compassion
and conviction.”—Luanne
Rice
The Secret of Snow Bantam
With her bestselling novels On
Mystic Lake and Angel Falls,
Kristin Hannah became the
fastest rising star in women’s
fiction today, distinguished as an
amazingly sensitive writer who
can tap into the deepest, most
precious mysteries of the heart.
If You Believe is one of her finest
historical novels—a timeless tale

of two lonely people who witness
the miracle of second chances.
Mariah Throckmorton was
hiding from a past filled with
scandal. Mad Dog Stone was a
drifter looking for a few days’
work. He walked into her life,
threatening Mariah’s peace of
mind and stirring emotions she
tried to hide. Their love was born
against all odds, difficult to count
on, impossible to hold. Together
they would learn the bittersweet
truth—that love only exists if
you believe.
Home Again St. Martin's Press
Perfect for fans of Morgan
Matson and Netflix/Hallmark
Channel rom-coms, this is the

story of a girl who decides to give
in to the universe and just say yes
to everything, bringing her
friendship, new experiences, and,
if she lets her guard down, true
love. "I would say yes to this
adorable love story again and
again. It is an instant dose of
happy." --KASIE WEST, author
of P.S. I Like You Rachel Walls
has spent most of high school
saying no. No to dances, no to
parties, and most especially, no
to boys. Now she's graduating at
the top of her class, and for the
first time in her life, there's
nothing stopping Rachel from
having a little fun--except herself.
So when she stumbles on a beat-
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up old self-help book, a crazy
idea pops into her head: What if
she just said yes to . . .
everything? And so begins
Rachel's summer of yes--yes to
new experiences and big
mistakes. Yes to scooping ice
cream alongside Miles, the guy
she's known forever; yes to
spontaneous road trips with her
longtime crush, Clayton; and yes
to seeing the world in a whole
new way.
The Things We Do for Love St.
Martin's Press
After being hit by a bus, hearing-
impaired twentieth-century
scientist Tess Gregory finds
herself in the body of a

nineteenth-century farmwoman,
where she must somehow help
her new husband, a Confederate
veteran turned sheepfarmer, and
their dysfunctional family
Comfort & Joy Ballantine
Books
Distant ShoresBallantine
Books
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